Buda, Koblinsky, and Anderson
hllally, llH' findings from the Behavior Problems -Index suggest the
IIlIporl<lIlCeof Head Start staff understanding the implications of
housing
environment on children's self-concept. Teachers must
l'l'l'Ognize that one's living situation may influence the amount of
positive behavior children display, and also may interact with their
k-vels of hyperactive, immature/ dependent, and headstrong behaviors.
I lead Start staff need training in assisting the neediest Head Start
families in improving
parenting
skills, understanding
the
developmental consequences of being homeless, (Koblinsky &
Anderson, 1993) helping children to cope with their homeless situation,
developing curricula and the classroom environment to respond to the
limitations that homeless children may be experiencing, and linking
homeless families to community resources (Anderson & Koblinsky,
1995). Head Start staff also may experience additional stresses due to
the special needs of homeless families and their children. Therefore,
Head Start staff also should be provided with support, guidance, and
resources in their attempts to help children and families respond to and
cope with their mobile lifestyle.
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HEAD START AND MUSEUMS: STATUS AND
OPPORTUNITY.
A REPORT ON A NATIONAL SURVEY
TO INVESTIGATE A NEW ROLE FOR MUSEUMS IN
SCHOOL READINESS

Louise W. Wiener
The research provides the first national data on Head Start/museum
experiences and opportunities and concludes that expanded staff to
staff and parent to staff activities between Head Start and museums
could net significant benefits for children.

Background
Museums are potentially important community environments for
supporting parents as partners in their children's education. The growth
of interactive techniques in museum public programs and the growth in
awareness of the importance of object-based learning have created new
opportunities and stimulated new questions about the role of museums
in school readiness strategies.
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From an early childhood perspective museums can provide a
remarkable, publicly available set of props on which young children
can practice looking and seeing, comparing and contrasting, and
expressing opinions with their families. For purposes of the study
museums are defined broadly to include all institutions which collect,
study, and display objects and/ or living specimens: that is, art, history,
science, and special interest museums of any variety, as well as zoos,
nature centers, arboreta, and planetaria.
A national review of preschool programs at children's museums, "The
Readiness Goal, Head Start, and Children's Museums: A New
Partnership Toward Academic Excellence," (Wiener, 1993) revealed
models of both parent-child and teacher-child initiatives. Two programs
that had particular influence on the development of the survey that
formed the basis of this study were the National Urban League (NUL)
Preschool Science Collaborative and the Smithsonian Early Childhood
Enrichment Center (SEEC).
The NUL Preschool Science Collaborative' (1988-91), a program to
promote science readiness in preschool classrooms, involved museum
educators, science educators, and preschool teachers and parents.
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the findings of this very successful 13-site demonstration was
IIldl preschools that had an active partnership with a science museum
bile! "demonstrably stronger programs and outcomes." (Mitchell,1992)
I\lIlon!'.

The Smithsonian Early Childhood Enrichment Center (SEEC), a
preschool for Smithsonian and other employees, uses the Smithsonian
museums as an extended classroom. SEEC has designed
developmentally appropriate ways to use museum collections not
designed for children to promote social, intellectual, and cognitive
growth in young children. Their approach to museums underscores the
importance of careful planning to create a focus and boundaries for
children's exploration and the need to keep museum visits short and
responsive to the children's interests.
Model programs that support school readiness include: The Brooklyn
Chi.ldren's ~useu.m and the Please Touch Museum in Philadelphia
WhIChoffer intensive programs for mothers in social service programs;
the Cleveland Children's Museum and the Chicago Children's Museum
which provide bus transportation for families in low-income
communities on a periodic, routine basis; the Chicago Children's
Museum which tested a curriculum at an inner city Head Start center as
part of the Beethoven project at the Robert Taylor Homes; Boston
Children's Museum which developed a program to bring parents into
the museum without their children in advance of a visit with their
children.
Literature Review
Museum-Based Research
In the last decade the museum profession has been intent on exploring
new ways to serve a broader community. From the museum
profession's perspective, the readiness goal touches on two issues of
major concern: audience development and the role of museums in
education.
Museum research specific to preschoolers is very limited. A pamphlet,
Planning for Venj Young Children, Excellence and Equib] in Preschoool
Acxtivites at Science Museums (Merrill, Robinson, & Willow, 1991),from

The Association for Science and Technology Centers (ASTC) and the
Children's Museum of Boston, provides guidance for museums on
creating inviting environments for preschool children. Rachel Gelman's
work at The Please Touch Museum, a museum devoted to 2 to 8 year-
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oIds, focused on how young children learn (Gelman, Massey, &
McManus, 1990).
Learning Theories and Developmental Research
Piaget is the primary developmental theorist in both formal and
informal education. Teaching techniques which reflect the importance of
modeling, response and interaction between caregiver and child have
evolved from Piaget's work. Vygotsky expanded Piaget's work,
focusing specifically on interactions for the acquisition of language, a
cornerstone of cognitive development (Vygotsky, 1986).
T. Berry Brazelton, who spoke of the "synchrony" between mother and
child (Brazelton, 1986), and Stanley Greenspan's "floor time"
(Greenspan & Greenspan, 1989) added both to scholarly knowledge
and to popular understanding of the importance of the parent-child
dialogue. Dialogue with children was understood to be important not
only to intellectual development but also to social and emotional
development.
For young children the most important source of such stimulation is
from and by the parents, a role reflected in the standards of the
National Association for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC),the
Performance Standards for Head Start, and in the second objective
"Readiness" goal (Goals 2000).
Howard Gardner, in his theory of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 1983)
describes that different people learn differently. Gardner has been an
effective advocate for experiential learning and his theories have had
wide influence both on preschool education and on the children's
museum movement by suggesting (Gardner, 1991). opportunities for
interaction between schools and museums.
The Problem
Museums are community resources that have the potential to promote
school readiness but are rarely being used to enhance the readiness of
Head Start children to begin formal education. The disparate social
histories of museums and Head Start programs have obscured
opportunities for mutually reinforcing interaction.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was twofold: to assess the current levels and
types of interactions between museums and Head Start programs, and
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SII l'Vl'yattitudes of professionals from both communities toward shifts
ill lIsage to strengthen school "readiness" for America's young children.
I()

The research investigated the following questions: How are museums
now used by Head Start programs? What are the areas of mutual
interest between museums and Head Start programs? What are the
experiences, attitudes, and priorities of Head Start and museum
professionals about the usefulness of museum programs for addressing
the curriculum and parent involvement objectives of the readiness goal?
Significance of the Study
This study provides the first national data on an activity that has had
only anecdotal documentation.
Methodology
Parallel surveys were circulated to Head Start and museum
professionals nationwide. Data was gathered to compare perceptions
within each constituency based on the responsibilities of Head Start
programs and an expanded way of thinking about the potential uses of
museums.
The study is based on two broad definitions. "Preschool audience" is
defined as preschool children, their parents, and teachers. "Museum
activities" included field trips for children as well as adult (staff to staff,
and parent to staff) interactions.
The National Head Start Association administered the survey to each of
the 1,600 Head Start grantee programs nationwide. The Institute of
Museum Services, a federal agency, provided a mailing list of 3200
museums, all past grant recipients. Small and medium-sized museums
dominated the list, although some major institutions were included.
Federally funded museums, that is, the museums of the Smithsonian
Institution and the National Gallery of Art, were not on the IMS list
because they are ineligible for IMS funds. The geography of Head Start
and museum lists was not matched in advance.
The Survey Instrument
The surveys profiled current patterns of activity and explored opinions
among museum and Head Start professionals about the potential impact
of increased interaction. The instrument went through three iterations:
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The first was circulated by the Association of Youth Museums at its 1992
annual meeting; the second was tested in the metropolitan Washington
area and through the Head Start electronic bulletin board (BBS). The
final version retained the basic outline of the second questionnaire but
added rankings from 1 (not at all) to 5 (significant)on attitude questions.
After gathering basic profile data (who, what, where), the survey
probed the following research questions:
1. How are Head Start programs now using museums? This
included an inventory of geographically accessible institutions
by category of museum and an overview of current usage,
rated as routine, occasional, or not at all for field trips for
children, parent programs, and museum activities at the center.
2. Are there points of mutual interest between museums and
Head Start Programs?
3. What are the experiences, attitudes, and priorities of museum
and Head Start professionals about the usefulness of museum
programs to address curriculum and parent objectives of school
readiness? Responses were from 1 (not at all) to 5 (significant)
regarding staff to staff interactions, parent to staff interactions,
the anticipated benefit of increased museum activity to some
developmental or achievement goals relevant to school
readiness, and preferences for formats for increased interactions.
Procedures
The data were taken from the response to a single mailing with no
phone or mail follow-up. The Head Start questionnaires were
distributed to every Head Start program as an add-on to a National
Head Start Association survey mailing. The Museum as a Resource
survey was acknowledged in a cover letter signed by NHSA Director of
Research and Evaluation. Head Start directors were asked to respond to
the survey and were invited to circulate the questionnaire to Head Start
teachers within their program.
The museum questionnaire was sent as an independent mailing, with
an explanatory paragraph but without cover letter, to museums of
every type from every state and the territories. Survey recipients
included art, science, history, and children's museums as well as a wide
range of special interest museums ranging from ethnic and religious
museums to transportation, stamp, farming, and doll museums; and
nature-based museums such as aquaria, planetaria, arboreta, zoos, and
nature centers.
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were received from all 50 states and Puerto Rico for both
I lI'ad Start programs and museums. Average and standard deviation
data was used to reflect the overall impressions. Percentage data was
used to reflect the patterns of response. Because not all respondents
answered all questions, percentages were calculated in terms of the
number of answers to the given question.
1~('sp()IJses

Profile of Respondents: Head Start
A total of 956 Head Start responses were received, representing 419
separate grantees serving more than 300,000 children and their
families. The majority of responding Head Start programs provided
one response; however, 74 programs provided multiple responses,
ranging from 2 to 34 responses per agency. The majority of respondents
were teachers (413); directors (215); or education coordinators (93); 110
respondents were either family service workers, parent involvement
coordinators, or other administrators; and 135 respondents did not
indicate their role. Thirty seven percent of the responses were from
community action agencies, 25% from single purpose agencies, 14%
from public schools, 10% from government agencies: 5% from other
private nonprofit organizations: 4% from Indian tribes, 3% from "other,"
predominantly college-based agencies and 1% from migrant agencies
(Figure 1).

Responses

Single

by

Figure 1
Type of Head

Start

Purpose
Indian/Migrant
6%

Agency

26%

Agency

The majority of museum respondents were either directors (l,'n.),
museum educators (422), or curators (211). The 1,504 responding
museums included art (366), history (731), science (207), children's (!),I)
and other special interest museums such as ethnic, religious, sporl~;,
stamp, doll, design, and transportation museums (47), as well as ZOll.';
and aquariums (79) (Figure 2).
Figure
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Profile of Respondents: Geographic Distribution
The largest number of responses came from the Midwest-fede-ral
Region V. Table 1 pictures the geographic distribution of reSp(1I1S("C;
and shows federal Region XI (Indian programs) and XII (Ill igfa III
programs) in the context of their geographic settings.
Table 1
Overview of Responses by Geographic Region
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tlciu! Start Awareness and Use of Museums
I lead Start professionals were asked to indicate the types of museums
"within useful distance" (existed), and whether or not they used those
museums (used). The phrase "within useful distance" was intended to
elicit local perceptions about accessibility; no definition of "useful
distance" was imposed on the respondent. Of museums reported within
useful distance, 35% of the art museums, 85% of the zoos, and 75% of
the children's museums were reported used.

Head Start Use of Museums: Overview
Head Start and museum professionals both reported that class visits to
museums were the most frequent interaction; parent visits to museums
were less frequent; and use of museum materials in Head Start classes
was infrequent. However, museum professionals reported less
difference between parent use and field trip use of museums and more
extensive outreach activities at the centers than did Head Start
professionals (Figure 3).

/I

Figure 4
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Use of Museums: Parent Programs
The contrast in the data on museum use for children and for adults is
interesting, given that adults are considered a more traditional museum
audience than young children. One hundred fewer museums answered
the parent program question than answered the field trip question. Of
those who answered, the majority of museums reported some activity;
the majority of Head Start programs reported no activity.
Approximately 60%of museums reported hosting programs for parents;
approximately 44.4% of Head Start professionals reported using such
programs; 58.5% of the Head Start programs, and 42.2% of the
museums reported no parent-museum interactions (Figure 5).

Figure 3

Use of Museums by Category

perceived them as "occasional" rather than "routine," while more
museum professionals perceived the interactions as routine" rather
than" occasional" (Figure 4).

Figure 5
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(Comparison of Head Start and Museum
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Use of Museums: Field Trips
Classroom visits, or "field trips," are the most common interaction
between museums and Head Start programs. Seventy five percent of
the Head Start professionals indicated they took classes to visit museums
routinely or occasionally; in contrast to 58% of museums indicated that
they received visits from Head Start classes routinely or occasionally.
Of those who reported field trip activity, more Head Start professionals
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list' of Museums: Outreach to Centers
Museum activities in classrooms, such as the use of "traveling trunk"

exhibits, or classroom participation from museum representatives,
elicited the smallest number of responses and the lowest level of activity
among those who did respond. Approximately 75% of Head Start
programs, and 70%of museums responded "not at all."

Figure 6
Staff to Staff Interactions
by Category
(Comparison of Head Start and Museum Responses)

90~---------------------------------------------------

Relationship to Museum Mission
Museum respondents were asked how Head Start interactions benefited
museums and were offered four choices: expanding audience,
collaborating with the education community, serving families, and
interest in preschools or other." Museums ranked serving families
highest, followed closely by collaborating with education and
expanding audience; the fewest were motivated by involvement with
the preschool audience itself. In addition, museums were asked
whether or not they were interested in expanding interaction with Head
Start programs. Eighty-five percent of museums responded "yes"; and
5%, "no." Of the 10% who did not answer, 7% responded to the
subsequent questions regarding the impact of expanded interaction,
suggesting a positive reaction to the opportunity.
II

The remaining questions explored opportunities for expanded
interaction and reflected activities thought to be relevant to the mission
of Head Start and! or museums.

Workshop

None

Worshop

Meetings

Significant

None

Meetings
Significant

• Head Start

Adult Interactions: Staff-to-Staff
Museum and Head Start professionals were asked about staff
workshops, periodic professional meetings, and exchange of printed
information. Both Head Start and museum professionals reported
extremely limited staff to staff interaction, with close to 80% from both
fields reporting no workshop or professional meeting exchanges and
almost 70%reporting no exchange of printed materials, though pockets
of significant interaction were reported across the country (Figure 6).
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Adult Interactions: Parent to Museum
Parent to museum interactions demonstrated the same pattern of
experience as staff to staff interactions-the overwhelming majority
reported no interaction, but pockets of significant interaction were
documented around the country. Head Start professionals reporting
strong parent-museum
interactions were from relatively small
communities such as Sinton, Texas; East Peoria, Illinois; Des Moines,
Iowa: Paw-Paw, Michigan; and Anniston, Alabama. Categories of
parent-museum interactions included parent workshops, parent classes,
family nights, and special events (Figure 7).
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development were consistently perceived by I kad Start as the most
responsive to museum activities. Head Start programs with experience
using museums reported higher expectations of benefit for children
than Head Starts without museum experience.

Figure 7
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Anticipated Benefits of Expanded Interactions on Child Development
Museums and Head Start professionals were asked to calibrate their
sense of the benefits for children of expanded interaction between
museums and Head Start programs in the following categories:
observation skills, communication skills, critical thinking skills, cultural
sensitivity, language development,
science awareness, and history
awareness.
Head Start programs and museums both anticipated that significant
strengthening
of children's
observation
skills would result from
expanded interaction. Head Start programs gave almost equal weight
to responses of skill development and more specific academic oriented
achievement. Museums demonstrated less confidence in their potential
influence on language development and science development; and only
slightly more influence communications skills, but anticipated a strong
impact on cultural sensitivity.

Anticipated Benefits for Child Development: Head Start Perspective
Head Start programs anticipated the most growth in observation skills
with considerable
improvements
in science awareness,
language
development,
and cultural sensitivity.
These four categories of
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Reviewed on a discipline by discipline basis, those agencies reporting
use of science museums (232) showed the highest increase in anticipated
impact in observation skills, science awareness, language development,
and cultural sensitivity, in tha t order. Professionals using children's
museums (300) or zoos (517) showed a parallel but slightly less dramatic
increase in the same categories.
Head Start programs reported using art museums the least. Those that
did, however, reported the highest impact in cultural sensitivity.
Language development and observation skills and science awareness
were reported to have significant expected impact as well. The science
awareness finding was consistent with the Smithsonian experience.
History museums were used more frequently than art museums, but
generated less dramatic expectations of benefits for child development
impact.

Anticipated Benefits for Child Development: Museum Perspective
Overall, museums reflected more caution than did Head Start about the
effect of museum
experiences
on early childhood
development.
However,
museums
with experience
working
with Head Start
demonstrated higher mean scores and a narrower standard of deviation
than museums with little or no contact. All science museums anticipated
having a strong impact on science awareness in children, 4.79 out of 5,
with a standard deviation of 0.65; but science professionals with
experience with Head Start had a mean score of 4.91 and a great~y
reduced standard of deviation (0.29). There was a sharp contrast m
expectations between most museum and Head Start profession~ls.
Museums ranked their influence on skill development
(observation
skills, critical thinking skills, communications skills) significantly higher
than their ability to influence" academic achievement."
Implications
The magnitude
of response to the survey is its most compelling
message. The inquiry unearthed a far broader and deeper interest in
collaboration between museums and Head Start programs than even its
staunchest advocates would have predicted. The data reveal optimism
among both Head Start and museum professionals that expanded
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inte-raction between museums and Head Start programs
strong positive effect on children's development.

can have

a

The virtually universal positive response to the proposal for expanded
interactions between museums and Head Start programs suggests that
the issue is not whether or not we should expand interaction, but how to
do it. New approaches are needed which challenge entrenched habits.
Head Start programs are far more aggressive in using museums for
children than for parents or teachers. The finding was so expected it
could easily have passed unnoticed. The irony is that this is exactly the
opposite of the priorities expressed
by museums
and Head Start
programs and contradicts what research demonstrates
is effective for
early childhood development
or for museum audience development.
Museums provide neutral ground on which parents and teachers can
meet as adults with a shared interest in helping children. Almost every
developmental
theory,
whether
based
on cognitive
or social
development,
views the parent-child
dialogue as central to positive
development.
Education theory argues for parent involvement
in
school-based
learning,
The
process makes parents partners
with
teachers in educating
children
and helps parents
support
their
children's education in a social, not an isolated context.

standards,

achieveme-nt.

Museums,
regardless
of their subject 111.11
It'I", 111<1111./" ,,11',11III'"
environments conducive to learning. 'I'lu-:«: l'IIViI"IIIIIIII'III';.1"1111111'.11.01,'
respect for their visitors and assume lilt' v i,';il(1I"";",q I,ll il Y III "1'1Of '" 1.01,'
This is in sharp contrast to the typic.l1 ('1111>11<1,';1';
(II' 11'1111,.11.11"",
IIi
programs for low-income families.
The data from those Head Stal'l Prol',I";III1,',111,11I,,"vld,'"
1111111,,01,'
responses demonstrated inr-onsisu-nt dWiln'II(',',~,III 11111.''''11'11
'1','''''111''', III
the community,
None of Ihl' ('('III111111
Iiii,'.'; 111,11Jil"lIl1jd,'" ,111111,,""
responses agree on what musc-u rus ('" i,';1 ill II... ,"1111111"111
If
'I 111.',
1'1III<'
suggests a need both for more inc-lusive- .u u l ('111'1")",'11""111",.1111III
community by Head Start professionals n nr l 11101'1'
1'I1(',liv(' 1I1d1"'<'Iill)',
by museum professionals.
Recognizing museums as important community
institutions w ilh 1111'
potential to enrich parents' capacity to support their children's I'dlicalillll
is not the same as making it happen.
Head Start progral11~; .111.1
museums have little shared history. Experience suggests the liml sll'I'
needs to be a careful brokering of institutional cultures to build a ,';t'(UII'
base for collaboration. The language the two communities
apply I.';
similar, but what is understood by the terms in not always the sanu-.

Expanded interaction between museums and Head Start programs may
reduce the perceived social barriers that impede the use of even free
museums by low-income people. It is common for Head Start parents to
report that they were last at a museum on a field trip, their child's or
even their own when they were in school. The field trip is perceived
not only as a welcome mat, but as something of a permission slip to
enter the museum.

A review
possibility
education:
There are
context of

Museums, including museums with no admission fee, are identified by
the general public as prestigious
places frequented
by prestigious
people. This "museum mystique"
keeps some Head Start families
away.
However, Head Start programs that bring families into the
museums can turn this same mystique to the families' advantage.
Using museums as part of the Head Start program
communicates
positive
assumptions
about
parents'
ability
to appreciate
high

2.
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aesthetics, and intellectual

1.

3.

4.

of current or
of a new or
a role focused
four reasons
museum-Head

recent demonstration
programs sllgg('sls 1111'
modified role for the museum in preschool
on helping parents and teachers help childu-n.
to consider adult to adult interactions in 1111'
Start interactions:

Developmental
theory emphasizes
the importance
of adull
modeling to early childhood education and socialization.
Head Start performance standards measure adult involveme-nt
with the children and with each other as important indicators of
the quality of the program.
Parent and teacher training and collaboration are reflected in
both education and parent involvement standards.
Museums have the most experience and comfort in workinj;
with adults,
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The primary policy recommendations are to:

Vygotsky,

1. Encourage Head Start programs to examine how and if the full
range of museum resources are currently used for Head Start
participants, including parents, teachers and staff, and children;
2. Expand adult planning and cooperation, both on a staff to staff
and parent to staff basis, between museum and Head Start
programs in order to foster more effective use of existing
museum resources;
3. Develop family programs that address shared Head Start and
museum concerns and are developmentally appropriate for
families with young children.
There is a traditional African saying" It takes a village to raise a child."
is time we recognized museums as an important part of the village.

L.S. (1986). Thought and Language.

1 A program created by the National Urban League in cooperation with the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, the Association for Science and Technology
Centers, the Boston Children's Museum and funded by the National Science Foundation.
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